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technological   progn-i '"   '"   "'•'   '»«''''    ,!    î"i»r''-'-u   **' 
,a¡:t   tew .yearn  hau  rwiultod   íT >«   1W   » ' «'d   «'   ¡!!*f.f;!>   lr' 

H > uni ,1 » abili t.\ . 
quality  requirement  and  aln«.  ï* um reti,«-   IH  < 

Kor   this  reanon,   in   the f.-n-l lat   T- l 1.- I   (r-d... ••   1 • - H ,   •»»,-*»•»'* 
for rajud  chanten  of programma  hav«,   t»< oí. d<-v< i <|«-d,   1 T"t " t ^ * > t ->  i ) hi- 
ohing equipment   that  requisii a ¡¡inali« r   »iH,t"i   ; •»<•*,   *'.<>.   i'*^in 

itnprovmieritn  in  working conditions  ¡ i'O^-r. I,!l,1'lni1  '     '*   ''   "( 'u¡'" 
ment,  which  produce?!  iiuperior metal 1 irr'< •«!   'i'"11''*1''   "    r ^ '" 1r   ""'^ ' ' '   '' * 
and more stringent  control   uí' iollf-d   pr xiuciv   ,t   •(«    • .   u * ringe 
have had a conn ¡derablo  influente o,,   thf d< v«l* i "•* • *   "'    •"»>  < ¡»•î'«MW-   • 

3o far a« flat rolled producto me concavi, the devinomi of 
automatic gauge control has led to greatly ir.<;rfcai:ed application of 
hydraulic equipment. Conventional electro-m* charcal acj-ewd *« devices 
have been replaced by hydraulic snrewdown, wh.ch Fermits IH'HR« control 
of the roll rap and thereby accurate regulation of the ctrif gauge. At 
the same time, hydraulic work-roll or backup-roll bending «'**» accurst« 
control of product flatneos possible. 

TheBe hydraulic processes are illustrated by describing a heavy 
plate mill of 4.300 m width which has been in operation with  this equip- 

ment for some months. 

Hot and cold strip mills are characterised by a significant incrWMM 
in rolling power and speed, which has  important eifecte or.  thé sis« ani 
type of materials used in these mills. 

The quality requirements for flat-roiled products in  ter« of flat- 
ness nave led to the development of a new type of «ill,  known as the 
Btretch rolling mill,   using which it is possible  to level or to akm- 
pass at elongation rates that exceed the elastic limit of the »etai 
without any danger of breaking the product. 

Technological progress in  the field of rolling mills ha« i«« to 
the application of automatic control,  whi^h calls m the assistano« ot 
the highest scientific displines - electrical,  electronic    L   J       l" 

etc. 

,   hydraulic, 

d«velop*d The operators needed to run plant of thip kind have al 
in the same way to take account of this fact. 

The quality requirements have resulted  m corresponding demands 
for high quality in  the operators of this  type of «quipsxwit. 

Tue traditional roller is increasingly  being replaced by   teams of 
specialist technicians.      Paradoxically,  personnel recruitment is perhapi 
somewhat easier,  especially for countries without a traditional  iron 
and steel industry and which are undertaking the establishment of this 
basic industry. 
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Problems  of   si -e     tolerances,   good   sur!.ice  nnd   low   scale 
content,   required   for hot   rolled wire,   have maue   the  equip- 
ment« which  produce  this wire  a  particularly  favourable 
Held  to  researches  and developments   <>i   many manufacturers. 

Moat   of   them have  been  studying  and  manufacturing   finishing 
mills  for more  than  10 years,  with  the  following characte- 

ristics  : 

.  Multi-stand» blocks,   for one  strand,  with small  roller 
discs  (0  150  to 200 mm) 

Dispoiition at 90s  of  successive  stands,   avoiding twisting 

. Overhanging roller discs allowing quick changing within 
«  ftiW minutes 

, One common drive for several  stands by cylindrical and 
bevel    gears giving fixed reduction without spindles 
and couplings. 

These equipments allow high speeds at the end of rolling 
im »/we)  owing to the high percentage of reduction permit- 
tad by small-diameter rollers. These finishing blocks are 
completed by coiling equipment allowing a controlled cooling 
of the rod reducing percentage of calamine to extremely low 
values. 

Technological  improvements on these milla are tending to 
give the user a possibility of  speed variation between stand« 
for mills producing alloyed steels, with the aim of reducing 
operating costs;   for Instance carbide rollers may be replac- 
ed by rings fitted in carbon steel hubs,  this being particu- 
larly interesting for those countries  that do not 
possess    economical recovery devices of this expensive mate- 
rial. 

However, a soph-isticated wire-finishing mill such a« those described 
above will not be able to produce a wire having close 
tolerances,  if it does not receive an entering bar of a re- 
gular section from the preceding alii. It is   for this pur- 
pose that stands of roughing mills and intermediate mills 
have betn subjaet to studies in order to improve their rigi- 
dity : 

. closed itanda 

. Prestresslng hydraulic devices 

(a stand of this type is shown on Fig.  I) 
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2.2 Merchant mills 

Contrary to specialized rod mills, whose line of products 

irt rather limited and includes often less than 10 products 
(0 5,5 to 18 mm), merchant mills «ire covering very large 
rolling programmes, in type of products as well as sizes. 
In order to meet this characteristic, everything must be 
set to effect a change of the progiamme as quickly as pos- 
sible ; so complete automatic devices for changing stands 
have been developed. These devices allow to shift a com- 
plete stand outside the line by hydraulically or mechanical- 
ly driven equipment in order to bring it on a conveyor 
parallel to the longitudinal centerline of the mill. This 
conveyor,which has been equipped with new stands corres- 
ponding to the new rolling programme, is then shifted as a 
whole to bring the new stands in the position to be in- 
serted in the pass-line. Guides and rest bars are mounted 
on sail housings and are pre-aligned with rolls. 

A lay-out as represented on Fig. 2 involves particular 
mechanical equipments such as : 

. Spindles automatic couplings 

. Roll stand positioning locking device. 

(See fig. } «nd 4). 

Steile« are of the   conventional type, horizontal or wer- 
tjesrt, pre-stressing being also used on this kind of «ill 

^ê «£%££"to §im*litf -"••«-• ••-* 
flying shears before cooling may ën&* a perfect cut of 
jrofiles and are, in this purpose, of the parallel cut 
typ». Shear of Fig. 5 answers to this condition and incerc- 
hi!- <* !°^'Î,lwî ""lth miacui* d,vic#* «**<* pwmit« reduction of the Installed electrical power, ra 

ífÜÍÍ8! *fî' *Jf?k"tJ"*» *** ""•« *lth «utûBieic de- vi««* to align   billet front ends. They my be single or 

Flaiatting équipants for merchant mill, have been m,»j**t 
to «-ny   -prove«„t. during the last 15 y.ar.l'd in.tit- 

ÎS1T '**'"""**• >ilU« •*"* **<"»• of "ri .id ****"•• «•*«• ••••rai sfter a rather longVicd of iL 
»""•»"t.    This ia obviously im thi, timli that savin*. 
Íí-TTETÍJ11^ Lm**«*•**" •« ftêemml working condi- tiona are the most spectacular. 

•achine as shown of Fig. ? ia gt*»» iB tk# ackndnl. of Fig! I, 
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Mf. T - Automati e »Uekinf s»eM»e for »tructwai« 
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H«WAL FINISHING 

Peraonael e»alificetloa 

- Fe* 

- Fereaaa aeaiataat 

- Cree* operator (fer 
•eraitateaere entry) 

- Craae apar atar (for 
•traitât«Mr delivery 

- teaáte hooker 

• Ut Itraigataaer 
aparatara 

* 2»i Itraisataaar 
operator» 

Sim-AUTOHATIC FINISHING 

Feraonael qualifier ion 

- Crea* operator (for 
delivery alee) 

Secottiary coolie« 
**ê ettpervlaor 

•undle booker 

Itralf>t aoer 

Number 

FIO, f 

mm mmm mmn m rmmmm im mm^mmmu 
rar«» mm mtmmu nm mm emmmm mmmmmm 

» above flforea are valla fer eue eklft. 



Other   finishing units  hav«-   been   sul>|«nt   to  improvements   in 
order  to keep pace with  high  product i »is  .if   the  i„!.Ht   , fi- 
chant  mills.   In  that  manner,   straighletiers allowing  straigh- 
tening up   to  10 m/sec.   have  bet-n  built  dnd machines  permit- 
ting  simultaneous  straightening  of  2  or more  bars   ire  being 
studied. * 

2.3 Billet mills 

It seems interesting to give  some details on mills allowing 
production  of  semi-finished products to be rolled on mer- 
chant mills described above,   because   ,odern      mills of   this 
type allowing high productions   (of   about  5 million ton/year) 
show some  important technological   features. 

In thie fi«ld also,  research of product quality imposes  the 
dev.lopm.nt  of sophisticated rolling equipments «s vertical 
or horitoatai  stenda with roll necks on roller hearings 
mounted in rigid frames and hydraulic balances   At the see» 
time, high productions impose roll    « uick-chat.ging devices. 

Conventional -type cooling bade or water ceehng by immer- 

ÌÌT ¡Li?" Tir* Ur§* **— M mU i!   ^mttim «id control  installation* which haw« be«, tao,  subject to 
ntny improvements. *        iW * *B 

to m *i»"«!      tmt im t*9***" '•"•*•«• ft-» It • «• »» 

. Cooling b«d    run-out tables 

. Inspection and repairing Una including : 

- Feeding tables 
- Viaual inspection in-line 
- Ultra-sonic control 
- Marking of producta before repairina 
- Repairing station ^ 

. iun-out tables 

IÌ,|Wln.-h0,,B " ****** t9 llMM,N m^f* »f ttllttt 
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3    FLAT PRODUCTS  MTl.i.c 

It is in 
and have 
rolling- ni 

thi«  field that quality rniuir«..—    .. 
greater 

improvement• of 

The.e hydraulic deviceg which wer« u.ed ^ . 
»or. than 30 ya.r. ag0 for t*l£j*lil•9Cr"'mé*m •«••••• 
typ«, of rolling «m    for «M 1     ^"   H "" lo «••• *** all 

»or iteei or ooti-ferroui including  : 
. Pl.t« aille 
• Mot .trip alii« 
. Tanda« cold «ill. 
. ft.ver.iiig cold ami hot •ill. 

V* shall da.criba firat the advent*.*. •# i„^   * 
c«par^ to coMHtiN.1   •l•^r^«SLÍÄïî*

ri,,ll^i<t•,'-**•• 

li** th. f..t«r.a of . 4.*» L ri4ïilS.ÎÛSÏîi^ *** 

3 *1 UîSlilîi SS.»U&c. .«.ü»!!--!!*.»!!!.;; 

.er«.*«« «^ tfct tff^— 5^r"aToZ^rtiftap 

of tho «in vtiém 
»» chucke. Al.o «miWC„   . M   ^    
Under, or bet MM k«*„- V^T      .    9mm ••* •*• f«r«* e»- 

«•iil - HUM to SlLuí «aíl^.*Íwt,W l#* «•"* «y.t- f*wr«.lr g^g^"!í¡ i"::"?"' ?• •••**««•» *»• 

tO Mtfttfti« a  fl*»d Mil  g*» üüüf* *»*•**•  •*e,M,t 

•Mttu« th. :zs# iîL;iriï4î J1*« • »» •»* »*».- 

•t âPflieatio« i- tiTfili? #,??**** fco "^ "•» «•*« 



rtica/érw- Sforna/Cntry 

fig, 11 - th,re©-#t*g«i electrotiydraulie servo-valv« 



?ölJZZT-.c screw"down Wlth A-G-c-offers th* f»11-'"* 
1 «Sí? :^:;:^i(

are up to lo times f— ^- **— 
2" Í50elti^ÍOf T" Kf hydraulic «rev-down, are more than 

downs' thOSe 0f eleCtro-^anical screw- 

3" ^Tlter'^nLlh^";1^ SCreW-doWns with servo-valves are taster than those of electro-mechanical screw-downs, 

4. hydraulic screw-downs give the possibility of two dif- 
ferent modes of operation : 

a) automatic gauge control operation 
b) hydraulic constant roll-pressure operation 

5. The hydraulic screw-down allow, a pre-setting of roll «an 
to the desired thickness, B       g p 

6. The «ill modulus can be adjusted to compensate for back- 
up roll diameter „d .trip width to be rolle" 

7. The veriation of equivalent mill modulus can be set to 
any velue from infinity to tero, 

*' ÎÎÎ.ÎÎ5"MtÎ0B fff !*?•* efftct" <*c««l*t.tion or dece. 
Itr-tion) or for oil-fi I. thickness (»he« oii.fll» heerL. 
•r. used for back-up roil.) i. autonatic.lly achieve«* 

** ÍÍÍÜTÍ1! ¡¡"O* °lroU w -nd roU l^«»i«« *• •**«••- 
£% 2ÎSÎ'thii allo,'i,l, ' <*•*•»•«" -.p 

Hydraulic .cre*-doi«i antf â.c.C. schematic i. give» OB rif. lit 

I^JT!^** W***11*/«** »nit which 1. u„d for ail the stands, when used on tandem Mlle    includes s 

.  1 •tatolees.•CMI reservoir for mineral oil 

* LníÍ^ir*1**'* *"*• (f* «••*""• *»* <»• stand-oy) 
* Íaftíy^ 8*c#"wy Côfttro1 •<§«*»••«• for pressure and 

* î !*•* •««•Ml«* with regulating valve 
. 1 filter unit 

•IMI Bimse Md fittings m • common steal base, 

la«» min stand is equipped with 

. I accumulators nitrogen charged 

. 4 servo-valve. (2 operating and 2 stand-by) 

. fressure and safety control equipments. 
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i-2  ?í?SriBÍÍíD.eí.back:up_rlJn_bt„dine_t.«Jl_,ipm4;ilt 

On 4-high mills used for medium-si¿e stril,   „ .  .  , 
between back-up roil diameter and wld n ,  ,h       '" '*'" 
rolled is rather high, ,t is  relate  ^s ^"'^   '° '' 
deflexion of rolls in varying the b.7\nl Y l''Wp,,,^"i ' 'r 

z p. li: ^uv:rnr:h;:ra;/iiirf:r:it
(;ii-; 

such .a hot pl.t« ralUs, the .ff,c.citv ol  J woYro H K 
ding system becomes quickly verv poor. As a ltY\  ! 
the back-up roll modulus of inertia will . ,-     ,' fat'1' 
deflection of the work-rolls ^  , ' I '""f Vl^ • ' ^ 
the edges of these rolls. Hydraulic cylinders  t ;¡g"dr«^ 

c;c
ick-up rolu wui «-••"•«• th. def.ecti; \    v 

1 

3.3 

It mutt be pointed out that  secondary effect« nf  ,u    K    A- 
of roll, consist of a chan.e in rk! Ln I      bending ».u       « "  tnange  in  tn#  roll  gas  on  th» uiAn,   ,r 

Pl«î   Th-Yr r gfP    ?    • Ch*nge °n th*  Sickness of  the 

:!": ^iaìTTìsìrë,scrib#d ~st — -c— 
lack-up ron b.n-lni c<msitt- of tw wtlcal.f cvlinderB 

;Îoii*th«*ïlTtOB- ff ì*Ck'U* toU «"«"~.  In orde 1: 
!n i Y    , UP roU k^1"« ferc" lo*«l th, screws of th. 
•til housing,    r.aetion b—. both at th. top .^ I7t « o 

Co;.îru:t
l^.window8 «* •—• ^ ^ •*-«*. *»." 

*• indicated    abovt, cha effects of back-up roil ^i. 

3,3,1 FUt* ,liU char«ctariatic. 

- Back-up roll diaawter   

- Work roll diameter    

- »oil barrel Lagth  

- Mteiiua rolling praaeur«  

^•iiiH lot* M mitili»!) mu  . 

wide 

- UM*«« «ntry thlcknasg .   , 

- Kinimu« delivery thickness 

2 150 m 

1 120 an 

4 300 aw 

t 000 t 

1 3é5 t 
each aide 

1 000 MM 

4.5 a» 
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- Minimum plate width ¡ (,0Q nmi 

- Maximum plate width 4 QQQ mn 

- Maximum speed      6 m/sec 

(See Fig. 13) 

3-3.2 Corrections realized 

1 - COMPENSATION OF DEFLEXIONS WITH 2 POSSIBLE OPERATING 
MODES. 

.   Desired  thickness   :   the device  compensates  the   total 
deflexion according to the  actual 
rolling pressure in order  to get 
a determined thickness. 

. Constant thickness : The device compensates the de- 
flexion according to the actual 
rolling pressure with regard to 
the pressure which is preset. 

The computer gives a position order to the force cylin- 
ders equal  to the calculated deflexion,  taking into con- 
sideration deflexion changes due  to back-up roll bending 
and oil film thickness. 

2 - VARIATION OF BACK-UP ROLL BENDING  (BURB) 

The load for necessary bending of rolls is determined 
according to the rolling presaure and the mechanic«! 
crown of the rolla, this bending load being calculated 
according to 2 principles identical to A.G.C. 

. Automatic  : The device gives the correct crown allo- 
wing the transversal  thickness constant. 

. Regular      : The device gives the regulation of  the 
regulation of the crown according to the 
sYiape of the plate at the entry side, 

3 - SECURITY ON BEARINGS OVERLOAD 

When operating with BURB, if the overload limit ia ob- 
tained, the computer decreases the bending load up to 
aero before opening the servo-valves to disengage the 
circuit (50 an opening in 1/100 sec). 

3.3.3I Mathematlc model 

The quêtions used for deflexion calculations are the classic 
equations used in materials strength studies. They include : 

- One constant coefficient for deflexion of parts according 
to Hooke's Law (mill stand). 
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- Equations   taking into consideration roll  diameters, 
strip widths for  roll  deflexions. 

The equations give  the possibility to control   and regulate 
the thickness on the edges  of  the plate. 

All the equations include 21 coefficients functions of 
characteristics of the mili which have been determined 
after commissioning. 

This great number of coefficients is due to the  size of 
the rolling »ill. 

3.3.4 Equipment 

1 - POWER UNITS 

Total capacity : 

- acraw-down 3 x 45 kW 

_ funi 2 x 90 kW 

Each fere« cylinder i« driven through a Triplex eervo- 
valve, with cut off fr«qu*i*cy   of 25 Hz. 

- 2 for ecr«w-down, which art used as position regulation 

- 4 for the »Hl, which ara ua«d in preasure regulation 

2 - BATAS iQuiniirr 

- I Calculator "DIGITAL*EQUÎPAST" with 4K «eBory worda. 

- 1 Converter maaaric-analogue at entry. 

ACCURACY AMD TIMI OF CALCULATION : 

Th« accuracy of the calculation for position control 
of force cylinder ia 1/100 m. 

. Ti** for calculation ia 5 «is. 

. Screw-down signala can fee tent with a frequency h«t- 
WM    i «td 20 HE. 

3 - INFORMATION SENSORS 

- Moiling load givan hy preasure sensors or load c«tl«. 

- Fore« cylinder poeition giv«n by L.V.D.T. 
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Mechanical screw- 
down 

Access platform of 
safety cylinder 
and backup roll 
bending cylinder 

Servo-valve for 
backup roll bending 

Backup roll with 
yoke for roll 
bending 

Upper work roll 

Fig. 14 - lot revwrsing heavy plate mill 



3.3.5 Fig.   13  and  picture  on Fig.   14  give  a good  idea  of  the 
Important   technological  modification«  induced  by  the 
hydraulic mechanisms compared to the conventional    cons- 
truction of  plate mill  stands.   It must be noted  that  the 
weight  of each stand is above 45D  t and for that   reason 
type of  construction is   Hperual.       As a matter of  fact, 
each stand consists of 4 parts assembled by pre-atressed 
bolts. This type of construction was adopted due  to the 
difficulty to obtain so heavy cast-Iron pieces and,  also, 
to the difficulty in transportation of such   heavy 
parts. 

The picture ©n Fig. 1^   showa the control pan«I of the 
plat« wA.ll operator. 

3.3.6 Results 

ft* guaranteed tolerances wi this plat* «111 la + 0.1 Ni. 
this result corresponds at approximately twlf of the fc#- 
Urences obtained on convention       mills. 

i 
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3.4  Hot   strip mill 

Sane demands  in quality on  finished products concerning thickness 
regularity,  flatness, and desired thickness corresponding to the 
lowest part of  the  tolerances gap combined with the need to 
obtain high productions have  lead to  important  technological chan- 
ges  in this field of hot  strip mills. 

The application of hydraulic  screvdowns with A.G.C,   and BURB ins- 
talled at  the last stand of the finisher allows a possibility to 
obtain the same advantages as for plate mills with,   in addition, 
the following benefits   : 

The present techniques of rolling wide  strip    are  United in 
speed in the finishing trains by the accurate control of tempera- 
ture along the strip. As a matter of fact,  the speed-up mode of 
operation allows the possibility to roll  longer strip by competi- 
sat ion of the strip cooling before the entry into the first fi- 
nishing stand but it allows also to maintain uniform temperature 
throughout the length of the strip. Uniform temperature means 
uniform pressure in the strip and, therefore, uniform gauge re- 
sults. 

Mill horse-powers arc selected on finishing train for maximum 
width and average gauges. Therefore,  the mill has plenty of horse- 
power to roll narrower width at much higher speeds. However, these 
speeds are limited by the room rolling technique. This possibility 
of zoom rolling is the factor limiting,in fact,the production of 
the mill. The finishing mill equipped with hydraulic A.G.C, has 
much better performances as compared to conventional  screw-down 
and this gives the possibility to make the correction for hot 
or cold marks plus the correction for temperature variations front 
to hack of the strip resulting from a rolling without speed-up or 
zoom technique. 

3.4.1 The technological  improvements have been spectacular in the 
field of increase in powers and increase in rolling speed 
of finishing mills, this being due to improvement in the 
engineering and manufacture of gear drives, pinion   stands 
and spindles. The table here-under shows the importance of 
diftrence between two hot strip mills installed in France 
at 10 years interval. 

STANDS 

r I 
r i 
r 3 
r 4 
F 5 

F e 

F 7 

USINOR DUNKERQUE (1|63> 

HF 

•000 

•000 

8000 

•000 

8000 

8000 

5300 

Rolling 
speed m/s 

0,«5/2,45 

1.6 /4.12 

2,45/6,3 

3.7 /IO 

4,7 /12.2 

6,4 /17 

6,4 /17 

SOLAR       ( 

HP 

12600 

12600 

12600 

12600 

12600 

12600 

1200 

i|73) 

Rolling 
speed m/s 

i,21/2,78 

2,08/4,80 

3,4  /7.80 

5,1 /11,7 

8/18,4 

11,2/25,8 

13,4/30,8 

m Year of  installation 



The manufacture  of  Urge gears has appreciably progressed 
thanks  to welding techniques  concerning allov'sieel,   nickel 
chromium-molybdenum    type at   low carbon content  having hi eh 
mechanical  properties and with  the possibility of  gear cut- 
ting  in good conditions  in using modern gear cutters. 

The gear«type spindles    are made 
for the active part (gears cut). 

3.4.2 The quick work-roll changing systems are now provided  for 
from the beginning of the construction of the modern strip 
mill and the adaptation of  this equipment on existing trains 
is developing. The hot strip mill built in 1963 of the 
above cable ha« been transformed in 1972 and equipped with 
such equipment giving the possibility to decrease the neees- 
aary time for roll changing of the complete 7 stand«  fro« 
35 to 40 mo down to 15 an in manual operation and to 7 mn 
in automatic operation. 

Th« equipment contista, for «ach stand,   of t 

- oat system for quick retracting of thrust rollar bearings 
located under th« screws 

- on« sledge on which th« eoapUt« set of work rolla and 
work chuck» 1« located 

»at of removable rail« locate« in ««eh stand 

- OM system for pushing and pulling th« set of roll« 

On« movable platform, which ia made of several cars con- 
nected altogether, located in froit of th« finishing stands 
parallel to th« rolling pass line, on operator's aie«. 
Thie platform will receive the worn aet of rolls «ml the 
new eet ««4, by  transfer,       will bring it in th« suitable 
position for changing. A section of such a device i» shown 
oa Fig.  16. 

3.4,3 It must be noted the constant increase in hot coller capa- 
city with regard to the maximum thickness (up to 15 mm) 
and of nature of the strip to be colled   which have higher 
and higher mechanical characteristics (X63 grade for pipes). 

The possibility of rolling thinner and thinner material 
(1,2 sal,  1 sal or even 0,1 mm) has  led to the provision of at set 
of collars close to the last stand of the finishing «till 
in order to avoid the possible difficulties during th« 
transport of th« thin strip to the coilers which are nor- 
mally located at approximately i«5 • of the lest stand for 
coiling thicker matarial. Thi a arrangement allows aleo to 
use the soost rolling techniqu« sooner end, therefore, the 
possibility to increase the production of thinner materials. 
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3.5    Cold mills 

Two additional quality conditions are requested for cold-rolled 
atrip  :  cleanness and good surface conditions. 

Thickness tolerances are more and more severe on products whose 
thickness has a tendency to decrease, this tendency applying to 
cold-rolled sheets and tin-plate stocks. 

Th« technological consequence on tandem cold mills or reversing 
cold Bills are  : 

- generalisation of hydraulic screw-down» and A.G.C, which has 
been previously described 

- development of work-roll banding systems 

- construction of two-sland tandem   tkin-eats «ills for thin tin- 
plate production,called D.C.R.  (Doublt Cold Reduction) 

- the Increase in production of cold «ilia induced an increate 
la «oil weight tad and Increate in capacity for entry and de» 
livery equipment, en lacréete In horse-power installed end 
speeds wich» therefore» the corresponding development of 
cooling end lubrication of strips during rolling. 

Finally the eutoe«tic changing ring system« for work rollt ere 
precticaily always installed et the beginning in the new cold 
•tilt. 

Automation        ef coil entry» coil properetion end coil deli- 
very it developed in the new cold aille with e greet cere to 
•veld any coil tlieeing which could provoke damage of the surface 
ef tec ttrip. 

Fletnets conditions end the difficulty to measure it heve led 
to research en fletette measuring devices which ere not yet fully 
WHMI»©fWNnl IUHI tleHHl* 

fartleuler mention mutt he mede concerning fletneet of the apee« 
tecular development ef the stretch rolling mill used either In 
skin-pass er In stretching linee er galvanising linei. 
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TECHNOLOGICAL  DESCRIPTION 

The   basic equipment   consists  of   two  tension  bridles  arranged 
on  each  side of  a   temper mill   and/or of a  tension  leveller. 
These   bridles  are  mechanically connected  by means  of  a kine- 
matic  circuitry  capable  of maintaining  a given  speed  ratio 
at   a   constant  value  in  such a way  that   : 

S2 SI 

SI 
S2 

SI 

Entry bridle speed 
Exit bridle speed 

constant  = theoretical elongation 

It is worthwhile to note that the actual elongation of the 
material processed is less than the theoretical elongation, 
particularly due to the elastic properties of the material. 

The prototype was equipped with a mechanical connection con- 
sisting of a chain transmission, and the speed ratio between 
the two tension bridles was adjusted by changing the pinions. 
Afterwards this arrangement was replaced by a gear connection 
and the speed ratio was adjusted by varying the gear distri- 
bution. However, in both these cases, preset elongations were 
imposed and the machine should be stopped when changing the 
elongation value. 

The »achines are now equipped with a kinematic circuitry 
using the effect of the differential unit or of the planetary 
gear train. 

The eiongaiion value is adjusted by varying the speed of the 
differential gear or the speed of the planetary sun gear. These 
Utters are driven from the main drive either through a mecha- 
nical speed variator or through an hydrostatic system. 

Owing to this arrangement, a constant speed ratio can be main- 
tained between the two tension bridles, irrespective of the 
speed of the machine ; a great stability is ensured to the 
system during the transient periods of acceleration and dece- 
leration. 

Whenever permitted by the torque to be transmitted, the mecha- 
nical speed variator Is to be preferred to the hydrostatic sys- 
tem a« it provides a better stability of adjustment. The adjust- 
ment accuracy ia, however, very good in both the cases as it Is 
of about     2 %  of the value selected ; as an example, a 

STÎ «°üí',iS ? V ï,WlU bî "intaitMsd •' « "able value 
fro»1.53 to I 47 %  and this result is far accurate than «hat 
•ay be expected with conventional levellers. 



Thanks to ti.- uevices mentioned, settings can In- 
made while the machine is running and any elongation value 
can be selected from zero to the design limit of the machiiu» 
The tension levellers are generally designed to operate within 
a range of 0 to 3 1  while, in the case of temper mills or com- 
bination temper mills and levellers, th • elongation value can 
reach 60 I». 

When the machine is operated as a leveller, the- tension bridles 
are driven and, in turn, they drive the strip through the le- 
velling stands. As the roils of this stand are not driven 
they are submitted to less wear and the narks which are gène- 
rally produced by conventional levellers on the strip surface 
are eliminated. Likewise, the roil change is very fast (about 
1 ran). 

When the machine is operated as a temper »ill or as a combina- 
tion stand, the rolls are driven and it is possible to drive 
a single roll or ti-e two rolls, depending upon the torque to 
be transmitted. The strip drive« the entry tension bridle which 
in turn, drives the exit bridi« through the kinematic circuitry 

It is to be noted that for some specific applications, the rolls 
and the tension bridles are simultaneously driven from two dif- 
ferent power sources. This arrangement is used when the entire 
power required cannot be transmitted through the rolls and through 
the materials or when one desires to control the tension levels 
at the entry and exit ends of the stand. 

Due to the heterogenous physical nature of the material, variable 
tension levels must be provided through the tension bridles when 
{submitting the strip to a constant elongation ; of course, this 
is not the case for the equipments operated under tension control. 

It is therefore essential to use a kinematic circuitry designed 
so as not to be influenced by the tension variations through the 
bridIds. 

The solutions using electric or hydraulic drives csli for the uti- 
lisation of an electric or hydraulic speed-regulation system in 
view of stability and such a regulation system is rather complex 
and expensive. Moreover, these solutions require a higher instal- 
led power as the torque that must be available at each tension 
bridle correspond to the force developed under steady state and 
during the acceleration and deceleration periods. Such is not the 
case for the machines using a mechanical connection as the mecha- 
nical parts only must be sisad accordingly. 

It is to be noted in this connection that savings attainable on 
the installed power are of about 30 to 40 %,  compared with a con- 
ventional temper mill ; savings on the investments are still more 
important due to the suppression of the electric regulation at 
the tension bridle« and at the tension reels and to the utiliza- 
tion of a less expensive type of motor. 
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PROCESS 

The  Stretch Rolling Mills offer  the  possibility of operating 
without  any risk  of  strip breakage   with an elongation  rate   ' 
corresponding to stresses situated   beyond  the yield strenath 
of  the setal. B 

In the case of equipments operated under tension control,   ic  is 
imperative not to reach the yield strength of the material to 
avoid any risk of strip breakage,  due to the heterogeneous phy- 
sical  nature of the metal. This requirement  is eliminated by 
the Stretch Roiling Mills as,  after having reached a maximum 
»»lue,   the tension level decreases  due to necking and creeping 
ot the metal   ; however,   the elongation value is unchanged as 
it is  imposed by the control  of the  speed ratio between the 
tension bridles. 

L!*"* t,n,lon l«wel. f«r higher elongation rates can be 
reached under elongation control than under tension control. 
T»ia Is of particular advantage in the case of levellers 
where the elongation obtained by flexion of the material is 
not sufficiently efficient when achieved under a low tension. 

The Stretch Rolling Mills are particularly well adapted to tem- 
Ptr roiling and levelling of brittle materials such as alumi- 
nita and light alloys for which the ultimate strength is very 
dee« to the yield point. * y 

ÎIL^ îî!*tCh *olli»* mi1* «• practically operated accor- 
ti«! to tha sa«« principi., which consists of localizing the 
plMtic strain of the metal in one or several well defined 

...    ,    ,_ Under pure tension,  i.e. at the 
«Í ,JL^« t#»»ì°«j

b'ldl««. the stresses induced in the metal 

ZJSSVÌ7 iaUii0t t0 th* yUld polnt i  thl* ««• i« only 
uîTfï.    "T" th* ****** miU rolu or 0v«r th« levelling roll, where the strip is submitted to alternate flexions 

Tasjgarjtllls 

The Stretch Tamper Mills are generally of the hydraulic serew- 

ne two-high orof  the four-high type. 

irfiMi1*" •loo»*tloB'  U *» th«rafore possible to adjust at 

awltiog on the one hand fro« the strip necking and,  0n the 
other hand,  fro. the reduction betwa.n the teìper »1U „îl. 
or fron alternate flexions. ^ iU 

ÍHnf'^waT. ZI' ri t0 8hOW *ny »""«•^•1 difference, 11 any,  Between a material processed in a con•nHn».i    k    ! 
« material processed in a Stretch £•£ MiU    Foi TLlrlv "* 
««tings,  the results were rather similar "not ideTciÏ 
However,   th. material, processed in a stretch Temper" M    t a« 
more ho»og.„eous in nature   :  this  is essentially all to thi 
greater  stability of  settings and to  the fact   that   these setting 

:^:-£*ct to vârlations than -the -• - -^tï^î- 



As far as daep-drawing steels are concerned, these tests hav, 
shown that the stresses induced in .he material L   e eqi \ 
or inferior co 6 to 8 kg/nm2 and that the residual elonLa n 
must be included within the range of 0.7 to 1.3 1.   IboTt„«e 
va ues the hardness and the strength of the materia Le 
while the elongation and the yield point decrease The 
Erichsen index is then affected, the resistance to ageing de- 
creases as well as the deep drawability and formability. 

These tests have also shown that, for a given elongation, the 
penetration of the temper effect is more important if tue de! 
gree of reduction between the temper-mill rolls is decreased 
while the deformation by tension is increased. 

Levellers 

The tension levellers are also designed in such a way that it 
is possible to adjust at will and very accurately the amount 
of plastic strain resulting on the one hand from strip necking 
and,on the other hand, from alternate flexions over the level- 
ling and anti-cross bow rolls. Levelling is achieved in a single 
pass by alternate flexions of the strip over two roils of small 
diameter (# 20 to 50 ram). The residual bow is corrected by the 
anti-cross bow unit. 

The experiments made in this field, particularly with rimming 
steels, have shown the necessity of operating with elongation 
rates as low as possible, generally less than 0.3 X.  One may 
note that deep drawability is rapidly affected by the fast hard- 
ness increase. However,  if one wishen  to eliminate the risk 
of fluting after a prolonged ageing, it is necessary to operate 
with elongation rates equal or superior to 2 X as, in these 
conditions, the return of the yield point ia very slow. The 
products thus processed are not suitable for deep-drawing appli- 
cations but they are perfectly adapted to the metallic furni- 
ture industry,where the flatness requirements are very severe. 

The flatness obtained with tension levellers is far better than 
the one attainable, in the best conditions, with conventional 
levellers. A sag of 1 mm on a samel« of lm2 is an easily acces- 
sible result. Likewise, the surface finish of tension levelled 
•aterials is far better : the marks produced by the conventional 
levellings rolls are eliminated. 

The results obtained may easily be reproduced and, like the tem- 
per mills, this is one of the outstanding advantages of the ten- 
sion levellers. 

Combination Stands 

  •) 

Many materials must be simultaneously temper-rolled and tension- 
levelled. These two operations are achieved in % combination stand 
including a two-high or four-high mill and a tension leveller, 
with two tension bridles arranged on each side of the stand. The 
two machines can be either simultaneously or separately operated. 



MAIN APPLICATIONS 

T-mnpr Mill 

- Exit of  a Processing or Coating Line 
(Galvanizing,   aluminizing,   annealing,  etc.) 

- Entry of  a Finishing Line   (Profiling,   shearing,  paint coating     etc.) 

- Temper Mill  in replacement  of a conventional temper mill. 

Tension Leveller 

- Entry or exit of a Processing or Coating Line (galvanizing, 
tinning,  coating, etc.) 

- Entry of a Pickling Line,  as a scale breaker 

- Installed in Shearing,  slitting,  Inspection Lines 

- Tension leveller only. 

COMBINATION STAMP 

In addition to th«ir indnputabls advantages evidenced by the 
*!"! Í?" ** h*v* ju,t fl"'t«4, the Stretch Rolling mils offer 
the following advantages over all the other types of equipment  • 
possibility of continuous operation and possibility of instal- 
lation in processing and finishing tines. The temper rolling 
*îfw !?*       ! °P#mloIU •» therefore achieved simultaneously 
with those of the line proper,  thus eliminating any intermediate 
î    rwîd       r*nandlinS ^«ration ;  the yield is also noticeably 

The 0|»«ti°n of the Stretch Rollini; Mills is very simple com- 

installed in finishing lines require no operator. 

îï#rh^!;îf0,l COSt" ?w thgrefor« •ticMbly decreased inasmuch 
?.í If" con8UBl,"0«> *• very 1.«, compared with conventional 

•ill. The tonnage temper rolled on a tïo-high mill UeîSTit 
the exit of a galvanising line can reach 1000 tons ard even more 
Î!ÎWÎLÏW;*.îrlndinî °P«ÄtiOM' However, it i. worthwhile to 
not« that this result may be expected only if the machine Is 
•quipped with an efficient brushing ay.,« i„ ora„ t0 .^J 
sine deposit on the rolls. y 

Generally, the investment return time to be considered far . 
Stretch Rolling Mill i. 1... th.n thrM y«.^ * 
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NEW TECHNIQUE 

Among  the most  recent applications of   this  process,  it   is  worthwhile 
to quote  : 

1.  Tin-plate  double.reduction rolling  on  a combination  stand. 

More  than  60 7. of  reduction can  be  obtained in a single 
pass but,   in general, such a reduction rate is not necessary 
as double-reduction tin-plate is  generally produced with re- 
duction rates of about 30 to 40 %. 

For a plant  of this type,  the  investment cost is 3 to 4  times 
less than  in the case of a conventional solution (two-stand 
tandem mill).  The production is   smaller but this is not an es - 
sentisi point as the tonnages to be produced is one of the out- 
standing advantages of this material, which competes with the 
aluminium and plastic packings.  The  line is designed to be 
operated as  a temper mill or as  a  leveller when no double re- 
duction is  achieved. 

2. High-speed temper rolling (800 a/am)  on a combination line 
•quipped to achieve the following operations in a single pass  ; 
cropping, weld,  temper roiling,   levelling, marking,  side trim- 
wing, inspection, cut, oiling and reconditioning of coils. 

j. From the technological standpoint, a significant improvement 
has been brought to this type of equipment by CRJUSOT-LOIRE - 
ENTREPRISES. The C.L.E.'a machinai are now «quipped with tension 
bridles fitted with a single active roll and with an air cus- 
hion system used as a tension generator. 

The air pressure in the chamber is of about I to 3 bars. The 
clearance between the strip and the edges of the chamber is of 
1/10 to 3/10 mm ; this clearance can be adjusted through an 
hydraulic cylinder. Owing to thi« very small clearance, air 
consumption is very low. 

The noise produced by this air leakage is of some ten decibels 
only at a distance of one meter from the pad. 

This new technique eliminates the problems raised by the aynchro- 
nisation of the rolls in the case of • multiple-roil tension bridle ; 
moreover, one side of the strip only is in contact with the active 
roll and the strip surface is less subject to deterioration. The 
overall sises of the machine are reduced and its inertia is smaller, 
due ïo the suppression of many gear« and rotative parts.  It can 
therefore be emaily installed in a processing or finishing line. 
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4.  CONCLUSIONS 

The  technological improvement«   in rolling mills  being  the  subject 
of  this  report  (which,   again, makes no claim   to  be  exhaus- 
tive)   show  that automatic  drives are more and more  used,   this  tact 
being due  to necessity  of  production increase  or  necessity of rol- 
led products quality.  A more   and more  important  part   vs   therefore 
taken  in  rolling-mill units   operation by electronics,   hydraulics, 
electricity etc. 

Consequently,   there is  a clear  evolution in  the qualification of 
production personnel,which must now include more and more  skilieu 
men  in  these techniques,   this   condition applying  to  production 
people  properly so-called,   or maintenance people. 

Without  minimizing the  importance of  the traditional  mill  operators, 
whose working conditions were  particularly difficult and involved 
a great  deal of practical experience (mainly in the  long products 
rolling),   it must be emphasized that evolution in rolling techniques 
and evolution in equipment   technology require a deeper general train- 
ing from the personnel. 

One could say that requirements on products quality have been trans- 
ferred to the men w'.io are in charge of operation of the rolling-mill 

unita   . 

Thia conclusion seems important to us mainly for the countries who 
nava no traditional steel industry and who undertake a creation of 
thia basic industry. 

In our opinion, problems of    engaging and training       of the personnel 
ii#  on that account, easier  to solve, concerning at  least the pos- 
sible  fiald of personnel recruitment. 




